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A massive body of literature characterises the impact of poverty on health outcomes. In 1817, Rene Villermé, a young French surgeon (and later economist-cum-social commentator), demonstrated stark differences in life expectancy across Parisian neighbourhoods or arrondissements. This demonstration of disparities in basic health outcomes across income levels helped configure our early understanding of the ‘social determinants of health’. These determinants refer to the conditions in which people are born, grow, live, work and age, including income, housing and education, among others. Even 200 years after Villermé, with so many technological advances both within and outside of healthcare, the unequal distribution of resources across society continues to exert tremendous influence on the health outcomes of individuals and their communities.

UNDERAPPRECIATED IMPACTS OF POVERTY AS A COGNITIVE IMPEDIMENT

In this issue of *BMJ Quality and Safety*, two papers draw attention to just some of the ways in which poverty directly affects the types of issues many in quality improvement (QI) aim to address. In their viewpoint article on the importance of simplifying care when managing chronic diseases for patients living in poverty, Nwadiuko and Sander describe a patient who will regretfully seem all too familiar to many primary care providers. The patient, a 52-year-old mother, has chronic medical conditions which include cirrhosis due to hepatitis C, uterine fibroids, hypertension and migraines. She struggles to manage these medical problems while also serving as the primary caregiver of a daughter with bipolar disease, along with nine grandchildren. She has been mired in poverty for years. And, on the day of this clinic visit, her primary care physician learns that she has recently been evicted from her home. Her resilience in simply making it to the appointment is striking enough, yet the authors argue that, as the therapeutic burden for patients with comorbidities has increased, we have failed to deliver care that accounts for poverty’s detrimental effect on mental bandwidth—roughly regarded as the ability of an individual to cope with new challenges demanding mental attention or focus.

The authors ground their argument in the findings of an unusual, yet elegant and compelling study published in *Science* in 2013 by Mani and colleagues. These authors wrote in the introduction to their paper: ‘The poor must manage sporadic income, juggle expenses, and make difficult tradeoffs. Even when not actually making a financial decision, these preoccupations can be present and distracting.’ They set out to show that poverty induces negative effects on cognition through this constant, background distraction and taxing of energy. To demonstrate the impact of this cognitive tax imposed by poverty, Mani et al conducted a related set of laboratory and field experiments. The laboratory experiment consisted of asking richer and poorer participants (drawn from shoppers at a New Jersey mall) to think about problems encapsulating everyday financial demands. They designed the experiments to show that cognitive performance declined for arithmetic problems involving monetary
sums expected to trigger subconscious associations with real-world concerns. In a nutshell, they show that problems with similarly sized financial challenges produce different cognitive impacts on the poor and the rich independent of innate arithmetic ability.

Mani and colleagues acknowledge various possible alternate interpretations of these laboratory studies, so they follow them up with a novel field investigation involving Indian sugarcane farmers. They chose this group because Indian sugarcane farmers routinely experience cycles of poverty—poor before harvest and richer (or, at least, less poor) after—allowing the authors to compare cognitive capacity for the same person when poor (preharvest) versus richer (post-harvest). They observed significant drops in cognitive performance (roughly 13 IQ points) before the harvest versus afterwards. As to how such a change might alter decision-making, the authors frame the magnitude of drop as comparable to the decline in cognitive performance following a full night without sleep. Importantly, other studies have documented similar cognitive ill effects from neighbourhood violence, such that, for instance, background levels of violence or recent violent incidents in a neighbourhood produce detectable negative impacts on children’s cognitive function. Whether directly or by proxy, poverty produces substantial adverse effects which healthcare systems have been ill suited to remedy.

As poverty might siphon off the cognitive resources needed for personal choices and decisions, Nwadiuko and Sander suggest that this might disadvantage poorer patients everywhere from medication compliance to making (and keeping) appointments. Ultimately, we are all prone to errors—in our work and our personal lives; this is one of the premises of the patient safety field and human factor engineering. But, poverty leaves less room for error, so that a mistake which might entail only a minor inconvenience for many people could create catastrophic consequences for a person living in poverty.

POVERTY AS PART OF THE STORY BEHIND THE ‘CLINIC NO-SHOW’

An empirical study also in this issue by Wallace and colleagues helps illustrate how the transaction costs of poverty might play out in terms of seemingly mundane aspects of healthcare, such as clinic attendance. With clinic non-attendance rates nearing 30% in their urban paediatric clinic in Pennsylvania, the authors sought to better understand some of the transportation and patient factors associated with missed appointments. While previous studies have shown a relationship between social deprivation and clinic attendance, this impressive study incorporated Geographic Information Systems data and Google’s Travel Calculator to delve into the details of driving and public transportation. In their analysis of 51,380 scheduled appointments spanning over 20 zip codes, the authors found a significant interaction between travel time and income in terms of the likelihood of missing a paediatric appointment. Patients in the lowest quartile of income who also faced the longest quartile of travel time by bus were approximately 50% more likely (OR 1.55; P<0.01) to miss their appointment compared with patients in the same quartile of income yet residing in one of the zip codes with the shortest quartile of public transportation time. Because some poor patients might travel to the clinic by car, the authors performed the same analysis for driving estimates and the association between non-arrival and travel time was again only seen for patients living in the poorest zip codes.

POVERTY AS THE LEAST APPRECIATED ‘SYSTEM PROBLEM’

What realistically can those working in QI do with findings such as those of Wallace and colleagues or the perspective offered by Nwadiuko and Sander? First, it may be worth reconciling these findings with our notions of ‘personal responsibility’. This is particularly important for those interested in healthcare quality, as one of the central features of the patient safety movement and QI more generally consists of the ‘system perspective’. Instead of blaming individuals—patients or providers—for bad outcomes, exhorting providers to be more careful or work harder, patients to take more responsibility for their care, and so on, we look for the latent defects in the design of the healthcare system, which set the stage for so many bad outcomes.

Frameworks for root cause analysis and Ishikawa (‘fishbone’) diagrams present users with categories of system problems to consider—infrastructure issues; staffing levels; provider factors such as knowledge, skills, memory, attitudes; and ‘patient factors’. Typical patient factors considered in these contexts include expectations and attitudes. Yet, poverty surely counts as the proverbial elephant in the room among contributing patient factors for so many issues affecting chronic disease management and quality problems more generally. A recent commentary by prominent patient safety experts calls for rethinking root cause analysis with a greater focus on the ‘patient journey’ across care settings, rather than restricting adverse event investigation to a single setting of care. For many patients, their journeys across settings of care cannot be understood, never mind improved, without attention to the socioeconomic context in which they occur.

Another point, which Wallace and colleagues note in their paper, is that certain policies, such as ‘free parking’, though aimed at improving the patient experience tend to aid relatively affluent patients while providing little benefit to those in poverty, since they will less often have cars to park. We can hopefully avoid such unintended consequences by involving a broader group of patients in the design process. Coproduction of health services by patients and providers has begun
to receive much overdue attention. However, we need to ensure that, in pursuing this path, we engage patients from more diverse socioeconomic and ethnic/racial backgrounds.

Furthermore, just as the field of behavioural economics is upending traditional economic models of idealised, hyper-rational decision-making agents, integrating more of these behavioural insights in the way we design, deliver and evaluate healthcare programmes might help produce more effective and equitable healthcare delivery models. As a real-world example, work by Berkowitz et al showed that when primary care patients were screened for basic unmet needs such as food and housing as part of the Health Leads programme, and then paired with an advocate to help gain these resources, patients experienced subsequent improvements in blood pressure and lipid levels. And on the prospect of ‘liberating mental bandwidth’ as recommended by Nwadiuko and Sander, a study by Redelmeier and colleagues demonstrated that small reductions in relative poverty through welfare payments actually mitigated risky behaviours and injuries among low-income mothers with dependent children. To be sure, we will never ‘nudge’ patients out of poverty. But applying behavioural economic theories in clinical practice has shown some promise and will likely produce even greater impact if we fully acknowledge and take the time to understand the socioeconomic conditions which shape the lives of our patients.

**EQUITY AND BREAKING DOWN SILOS**

The US Institute of Medicine defines quality in terms of six dimensions: safety (avoiding harm from medical care), effectiveness (providing aspects of care with proven benefit), patient-centredness (providing care respectful of and responsive to patient preferences, needs and values), timeliness, efficiency (avoiding waste) and equity—the provision of care that does not vary in quality because of personal characteristics such as gender, ethnicity, geographic location and socioeconomic status. Each of these dimensions has enjoyed its day in the sun in almost 20 years since the launch of To Err is Human, with the notable exception of equity.

Ironically, one of the commonly used tools in QI, the Pareto chart, owes its name to the 19th century Italian economist, Vilfredo Pareto, who first pointed out that a minority of citizens hold the majority of a society’s wealth. In 1937, Juran applied this observation to defects in industrial processes, stating that 80% of the problems are caused by 20% of the defects. Juran argued that focusing on that 20% could achieve large improvements with minimal effort. He dubbed this the Pareto Principle. Despite this early connection between QI and the study of economic inequalities, as well as the clear, ongoing importance of socioeconomic factors in determining health outcomes, we in QI too often ignored this entire domain.

It is tempting to think, as we work away on preventing readmissions to hospital or the overuse of non-beneficial services, that someone else will work on the many glaring problems related to poverty and inequitable access to crucial resources. Yet, if we in QI, who espouse equity as a goal, do not take on these problems (or join others already tackling them), who will?

We often stress in QI the importance of multidisciplinary teams—breaking down silos within and across health professions and disciplines. Many of the most important quality problems faced in healthcare likely require breaking down silos even further—between healthcare and other social services. It is difficult to imagine successfully addressing current crises, such as the opiate epidemic and adequate access to mental health services, as well as impending crises related to the ageing population or a major pandemic, without collaboration between actors within the healthcare sector and those working in other social sectors, such as public housing, transportation, schools and the criminal justice system, among others. Moreover, a growing evidence base demonstrates that increased spending on social services outside of healthcare can lead to concrete improvements in health outcomes.

If we are to do any better than Villermé, we in QI must partner with patients, communities and those working in social sectors outside healthcare to tackle these problems—poverty in itself and its many attendant adverse effects—for our most disadvantaged patients and our fellow human beings.
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